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Photovoltaic performance in relation to charge transport is studied in efficient (7.6%) organic
solar cells (PTB7:PC71BM). Both electron and hole mobilities are experimentally measured in
efficient solar cells using the resistance dependent photovoltage technique, while the
inapplicability of classical techniques, such as space charge limited current and photogenerated
charge extraction by linearly increasing voltage is discussed. Limits in the short-circuit current
originate from optical losses, while charge transport is shown not to be a limiting process.
Efficient charge extraction without recombination can be achieved with a mobility of charge car-
riers much lower than previously expected. The presence of dispersive transport with strongly dis-
tributed mobilities in high efficiency solar cells is demonstrated. Reduced non-Langevin
recombination is shown to be beneficial for solar cells with imbalanced, low, and dispersive elec-
tron and hole mobilities.VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4887316]
Recently, the power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) of
prototypical bulk heterojunction (BHJ) organic solar cells
(OSCs) have exceeded 10%, with these performance
improvements delivered primarily through the development
of new materials and improved device architectures. In order
to make further progress, it is imperative to clarify the critical
processes that limit the PCE. While efforts are continuing to
improve light harvesting and charge generation efficiencies,
it is also vitally important to ensure the efficient transport of
all the photogenerated mobile charges to the respective elec-
trodes with minimal recombination losses.1 Both charge car-
rier mobility and recombination strongly depend on the
material properties and the film nano- and microstructure.2
Therefore, when aiming to clarify the charge collection effi-
ciency in OSCs, it is essential to accurately measure the elec-
tron and hole mobilities simultaneously with the bimolecular
recombination coefficient in operational solar cells.
In this Letter, the charge carrier mobility and recombi-
nation are directly measured in efficient polymer-based solar
cells by employing the Resistance dependent PhotoVoltage
technique. The impact of significantly suppressed bimolecu-
lar recombination is studied with respect to the photo carrier
mobility and charge extraction. The measured mobilities of
both electrons and holes are compared to the values typically
reported in the literature and correlated to the efficiency of
the solar cells. Efficient charge extraction is demonstrated
despite carrier mobilities that are much lower than is com-
monly thought to be necessary, because of the suppressed
bimolecular recombination in the studied devices.
Furthermore, we demonstrate the dispersion of the charge
transport in operational solar cells.
The most popular techniques to measure charge trans-
port in organic semiconductors are: Organic Field Effect
Transistors (OFET);3 Current-Voltage analysis using space
charge limited current (SCLC) models;4 Time-of-Flight
(TOF);5 and Charge Extraction by Linearly Increasing
Voltage (CELIV).6–8 Unfortunately, none of these techni-
ques are generally applicable to operational OSC devices
due to various experimental or device structure related
restrictions.1 For instance, charge carrier mobilities meas-
ured using OFETs often differ by orders of magnitude com-
pared to the values measured in diodes.9,10 This mismatch is
attributed to the specifics of trap states of the semiconductor/
insulator interface of the OFET channel as well as to the
large difference in the carrier concentrations between the dif-
ferent device geometries.9 Current-Voltage characteristics
are typically applied to non-operational unipolar devices,
while charge trapping, a signature of disordered transport,
often hinders the interpretation.11 Classical TOF mainly uses
“thick” (several lm) organic semiconductor films while
OSC junctions are typically in the hundreds of nanometers
range. Strongly dispersive transport in disordered organic semi-
conductors smears out the time-of-flight transient and further
limits the applicability of this technique.5 Recently, we devel-
oped the Resistance dependent PhotoVoltage (RPV) tech-
nique,12 which allows the electron and hole mobilities to be
measured simultaneously in operational OSCs, directly from
the transient signals without the need for fitting procedures.
Moreover, numerous advantages of RPV have been demon-
strated, such as robustness against: (a) interference governed
light absorption profile; (b) bimolecular recombination; (c) cir-
cuit resistance; and (d) amount of trapped charge carriers.
The substrates (PEDOT:PSS/ITO/glass) were prepared
as previously described in Ref. 13 and the active layer of
PTB7 (1-material, Mw¼ 97.5 kDa, PDI¼ 2.1) and PC71BM
(ADS) as described in Ref. 14 using a total concentration of
31mg/cm3. This resulted in a film 125 nm thick (measured
using a DekTek profilemeter). Finally, 1.2 nm of samarium
and 75 nm of aluminium were deposited under a 106 mbar
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vacuum by thermal evaporation. The device area was 0.2 cm2
for current density vs. voltage (J-V) and external/internal
quantum efficiency (EQE/IQE) measurements, whereas a de-
vice area of 1 mm2 was used for the RPV and photo-CELIV
measurements.
J-V characteristics were obtained in a 4-wire source
sense configuration and were nearly identical in a set of 8
devices (PCE6 0.1%). An Abet Class AAA solar simulator
was used as the illumination source providing 100 mW/
cm2 of AM 1.5G light. The EQE spectrum was measured
using a calibrated PV Measurements Inc. EQE QEX7 sys-
tem. The IQE spectrum was obtained following a reported
method15 (see supplementary material16). RPV and photo-
CELIV transients were recorded using our standard transient
photoconductivity measurement setup.12,17 An excitation
wavelength of 532 nm was used to generate the charge car-
riers, while neutral optical density (OD) filters were used to
attenuate the  50 mJ energy output. In the case of photo-
CELIV, the transients were obtained by using a triangular
pulse length of 1 ls with a maximum applied voltage of 1V
and a load resistance (Rload) of 7.5 X. The RPV transients
were measured without external voltage applied, and low
laser pulse intensities (OD 7) were used for the mobility
measurements to avoid space charge effects12 (see supple-
mentary material16 for more details). In contrast, a high laser
intensity (OD 3.5) was used to measure the bimolecular
recombination coefficient on the same devices (see supple-
mentary material16 for more details).
Fig. 1(a) shows the white light AM 1.5G J-V character-
istics for typical PTB7:PC71BM devices. The high PCEs of
7.6% are comparable to previous reports of 7.4%18 in a con-
ventional device structure. In summary, average performance
parameters were: open-circuit voltage (VOC)¼ 0.74V, fill
factor (FF)¼ 66%, and short-circuit current density
(JSC)¼ 15.6mA/cm2.
The first step in elucidating the excellent performance of
the devices and in particular the high JSC was to measure the
EQE and IQE spectra. As can be seen in Fig. 1(b), the IQE is
almost 100% across the full wavelength range, indicating that
both photogeneration and charge extraction are very efficient
in this system. The fact that the EQE (70%) is lower than
the IQE originates from optical losses within the device15
(see supplementary material16). Integration of the product of
the EQE and the AM 1.5G solar spectrum yields a calculated
short-circuit current of 15.5mA/cm2, which matches with the
JSC, indicating negligible bimolecular recombination losses at
1 sun illumination.
In order to determine the charge transport parameters
that are required to reach the observed high IQE values, we
first tried to measure the carrier mobilities using the dark J-V
characteristics by employing the SCLC model. According to
the Mott-Gurney law, the SCLC is proportional to the square
of the voltage.19 However, this dependence was not observed
in our measurements (see supplementary material16).
Instead, the injection current appears to follow a linear de-
pendence, which is governed by the series resistance of in-
dium tin oxide (ITO).20 This also demonstrates the general
problem of the SCLC technique, namely, its inapplicability
when: (a) the injection is limited by the series or contact re-
sistance; or (b) charge transport is trap-limited. Even if the
squared voltage dependence of the injection current is
observed, there are multiple physical processes that can pro-
duce this functional dependence.13,19 Furthermore, when the
injection of one carrier type is blocked as proposed in Ref.
21 to measure the electron and hole mobilities separately,
typically the injection of the other carrier type cannot be
eliminated, especially at high applied electric fields. This
issue becomes particularly important when measuring the
slower carrier mobility in the case of strongly imbalanced
transport.
In the past, photo-CELIV was applied to determine rela-
tively low mobilities in organic photovoltaic systems with
Langevin recombination.22,23 The photo-current transients
measured in the studied operational devices are shown in
Fig. 2. Due to the short time scale of faster carrier extraction
(100 ns, visible in the RPV results presented later), the
photo-response resembles an RtC capacitive discharge
(where Rt is the total circuit resistance and C is the device ca-
pacitance), which completely obscures the extraction maxi-
mum in the transient response of the photo-CELIV signal.
This prevents the estimation of the carrier mobility as well
as the bimolecular recombination reduction factor (bL/b,
where bL is the Langevin type bimolecular recombination
coefficient).24 While some efforts have been directed to com-
pensate the electric field inside the film by applying a time-
dependent offset potential,25 the inhomogeneous electric
field inside the film26 still extracts the photocarriers on inac-
cessibly short time scales. This limits the experimentally ac-
cessible time-resolution and renders the photo-CELIV
technique inapplicable for measuring the carrier mobility
FIG. 1. (a) Current density versus voltage (J-V) characteristics of
PTB7:PC71BM solar cells under AM 1.5G illumination demonstrating high
photovoltaic performance in a conventional device structure. (b) Typical
EQE and IQE spectra. The difference arises from the light absorption losses
within the device. The high IQE values across a broad wavelength range are
observed as a result of efficient photocarrier generation and extraction – two
essential processes for producing a large short-circuit current.
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and recombination in thin, high mobility solar cells.
Nevertheless, the measured dark-CELIV transients show a
“flat” response (Fig. 2),27,28 demonstrating the absence of
equilibrium charge carriers, and hence the active layer of the
solar cell is intrinsically undoped. Negligible doping allows
simplified parameter estimation from the RPV technique12
and is important for good device performance.
Since steady state injection current and photo-CELIV
techniques were inapplicable in these operational devices, we
employed RPV.12 In this technique, transient photovoltage
signals (plotted in Fig. 3(a)) are recorded at different load
resistances of the oscilloscope ranging from 1 X to 1 MX.
The temporal evolution of the transients originates from the
competition between the photocurrent and the external cur-
rent. The observed characteristic shoulders in the transients
appear when all photogenerated electrons and/or holes are
extracted from the film.12 Therefore, these shoulders repre-
sent the charge carrier transit times (ttr) from which the car-
rier mobilities are calculated. In the case of dispersive
transport, the photovoltage shoulders are smoothed out;
nevertheless, they can still be identified from the gradual
change in transient signals recorded at various load resistan-
ces. In Fig. 3(a), it can be seen that the first photovoltage
shoulder occurs at approximately 85 ns, corresponding to a
mean faster carrier mobility of 2.5 103 cm2/V s. This mo-
bility is similar to that measured on a PC71BM-only film
using another RPV experiment (5.5 103 cm2/V s) (see
supplementary material16) and is comparable to previous
SCLC mobility measurements on films of PC71BM
(3.3 103 cm2/V s).29 Therefore, the first shoulder marks
the mean electron mobility. The second shoulder in the tran-
sient photosignal occurs around 1.5ls. The corresponding
mean mobility is 1.5 104 cm2/V s. This mobility is within
the range reported in the past (5.4 105 cm2/V s to
5.8 104 cm2/V s) measured in unipolar (hole) SCLC stud-
ies on non-operational PTB7-only films,18,29–31 using the
same processing conditions. There has also been a report
where numerical simulations were employed to reproduce the
experimentally measured transient photocurrent dynamics of
PTB7:PC71BM devices.
32 In the latter work, the best
agreement between the simulations and experimental data
was obtained by assuming a hole mobility of 104 cm2/V s,
which is consistent with our results. Interestingly, even
though the two materials are blended in the device, their
mobilities are similar to those measured in pristine films. The
shoulders observed in the transient signals are not clearly pro-
nounced as expected in the case of dispersive transport.12
Therefore, the distribution of the carrier transit times (or
mobilities) can be estimated directly from the breadth of the
extraction shoulder. The dispersion range for electrons
extends from 1 103 cm2/V s to 4.5 103 cm2/V s, while
for holes the range extends from 5 105 cm2/V s to
2.5 104 cm2/V s. It should be noted that we have observed
the charge carrier mobilities to be dependent on the PTB7
batch. This manifests in the absence of the first shoulder
when the transit times are more balanced (<10 times).
However, the shoulder corresponding to the extraction time
of the slower carrier type (holes) is always distinct, which,
importantly, is the critical parameter for the solar cell
performance.33,34
Since charge transport is dependent on both charge car-
rier movement and recombination, we further studied the
bimolecular carrier recombination process using high intensity
RPV (HI-RPV).35 In this experiment, the extracted charge
FIG. 2. Current transient signals of the photo-CELIV experiment. The
extraction maximum, required for determination of the carrier mobility, is
obscured by the time constant of the external circuit. This renders photo-
CELIV inapplicable to measure the charge carrier mobility and recombina-
tion in these thin and efficient solar cells. However, the “flat” response of
the dark current transient demonstrates the absence of doping induced equi-
librium charge carriers, which is important for device performance and fur-
ther simplifies the result interpretation of the RPV technique.
FIG. 3. (a) Load Resistance dependent PhotoVoltage (RPV) transients. The
RPV technique allows to quantify the charge carrier mobility and bimolecu-
lar recombination coefficient in operational solar cells. The two observed
photovoltage shoulders correspond to the faster (85 ns) and slower (1.5 ls)
carrier transit times. The grey stripes highlight the dispersion ranges of car-
rier transit times. The corresponding estimated mean faster (electrons) and
slower (holes) carrier mobilities are 2.5 103 cm2/V s and 1.5 104 cm2/
V s. (b) The extracted charge (Qex) measured using high intensity RPV,
shown as a function of the total circuit time constant (RtC). By matching the
experimental data points with numerical simulations the non-Langevin
bimolecular recombination coefficient (bL/b 45) is directly estimated.
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(Qex) is measured at high laser intensities as a function of the
total circuit time constant (RtC), where Rt is the sum of Rload
and the series resistance of the circuit. Qex was obtained by
integrating the transient photosignals (see supplementary ma-
terial16). We note, that Qex was normalized by CU (where U
is the built-in voltage) and RtC by ttr
faster (where ttr
faster is the
faster carrier ttr) to compare the experimental data with the
numerical predictions (the simulations are performed in nor-
malized units). As shown in Fig. 3(b), the recombination rate
was estimated by matching numerical simulations of Qex/CU
versus RtC/ttr
faster with experimental data points, and we
found a non-Langevin recombination rate with a reduction
factor bL/b of  45 in the studied device. In the past, it was
proposed that non-Langevin recombination could allow
thicker active layers to be used when maximizing the light
harvesting.33 Strong non-Langevin behaviour suppresses the
recombination losses and provides a significant advantage for
the solar cell performance. This advantage is critically impor-
tant at the maximum power point, where the effective voltage
is very low (compared to the built-in voltage) for efficient car-
rier extraction. The active layer thickness and uniformity are
the critical parameters when fabricating large scale panels
using roll-to-roll high throughput solution processing.36 In
fact, PTB7:PC71BM devices fabricated with 230 nm thick
active layers still achieve PCEs of 6.1% with insignificant
bimolecular recombination losses at short-circuit conditions
(see supplementary material16). This is in sharp contrast
to, for example, poly[N–900-hepta-decanyl-2,7-carbazole-alt–
5,5–(40,70-di-2-thienyl-20,10,30-benzothiadiazole)] (PCDTBT):
PC71BM devices, where the PCE drops to 2.9% at the same
active layer thickness due to significant bimolecular recom-
bination losses (see supplementary material16).37 The reason
for the loss of performance in this blend is explained by
the lower charge carrier mobilities and faster carrier
recombination.12,35
In spite of a 15-fold imbalance in the carrier mobilities
and the presence of dispersive transport, we still see IQEs
near 100%. It was reported in the past that the required car-
rier mobility in several hundred nanometer thick active
layers is on the order of 103 cm2/V s.38 However, the bene-
fit of non-Langevin recombination allows for efficient charge
extraction with much lower carrier mobilities (i.e., the lower
edge of the dispersive slower carrier mobility is 5 105
cm2/V s).
An interesting note regarding the recombination order
relates to the previous Charge Extraction measurements by
Rauh et al.39 Higher than second order charge carrier decay
rates were reported in PTB7:PC71BM devices, which was
attributed to trapped charge carriers that are protected from
the recombination in a system with a partial donor–acceptor
phase separation. A significant amount of long-lived (> ttr of
slower carriers) traps is, however, not observed in our devi-
ces, since the extracted charge at large resistances is equal to
CU (Fig. 3(b)).35 Moreover, repetitive RPV transients meas-
ured at a low laser intensity prove the absence of long-lived
traps in the studied efficient solar cells.12 Bimolecular
recombination has been widely recognized as the dominant
recombination loss in efficient OSCs,33,40,41 and second
order recombination dynamics has been shown to prevail in
optimized PTB7:PC71BM blends using impedance
spectroscopy42 and Transient Photovoltage (TPV) measure-
ments43 at a 1 sun equivalent illumination intensity.
In summary, we have characterized the charge transport
in efficient PTB7:PC71BM organic solar cells. The RPV
technique was employed to simultaneously measure mean
electron and hole mobilities as well as the dispersion ranges
for both types of carriers in operational and efficient solar
cells, where other standard charge transport techniques, such
as SCLC and photo-CELIV fail. Further work is required to
identify the impact of dispersion range to the performance of
organic solar cells. Measurements in operational devices
demonstrate that a large photocurrent and high photovoltaic
device performance can be achieved with a slower carrier
mobility that is at least one order of magnitude lower com-
pared to previously reported values. The reason why the low
charge carrier mobility does not limit the device performance
at short-circuit conditions is explained by significantly sup-
pressed bimolecular recombination. The non-Langevin
behaviour further prevents significant recombination losses
at the maximum power point, which allows the use of thicker
active layers for printing technologies and improved light
harvesting.
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